Low cost meter rental packages available

We have put together our simple tri meter rental package so that anyone can afford to monitor their home or workplace for all three aspects of electromagnetic pollution.

Call or go online for more information
www.wireless-protection.org
01772 614177

Dirty Electricity

Body Voltage in bedrooms could be one of the world’s most destructive environmental poisons
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Discover Dirty Electricity and why you should remove it from your home

Our health is deteriorating at an alarming rate and many survive on a concoction of chemicals the pharmaceutical industry supply us with. We may be missing the point. If you’ve changed your diet, upped your vitamins, increased your exercise levels but are still not feeling as good as you know you should, you are probably suffering effects of Dirty Electricity.

Dirty Electricity is created by modern electrical appliances which use power in a sophisticated way but many of these appliances interrupt the power flow putting what the electronics industry call dirt on the wires. Industry has filtered this for years as it is known to harm machinery but recently science has begun to look into the biological effects of this pollution on humans. What they are finding is very alarming but viewed positively. Most of us have lived with increasing levels of dirty electricity in recent years and it is only when we eliminate this pollution from our homes that we begin to understand how we should have been feeling all along.

Dirty Electricity Investigated

Research carried out in Canada is concluding that dirty electricity is a contributor to many serious illnesses such as Cancer, M.S. and diabetes

Dr Sam Milham’s study recently published in the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE (2008) gives cause for concern.

He suggests that the electrical pollutant for decades thought to be most dangerous, that of EMFs such as those emitted from power lines and pylons may have been a red herring and that dirty electricity may be the most biologically active EMF. In his study which was conducted blind at La Quinta, California middle school he found much evidence of the disease we have come to associate with EMFs from pylons and seen in clusters around mobile phone masts. There is also much evidence among both teachers and pupils of what is an increasingly modern day scourge in the workplace such as stress related illness, concentration and learning difficulties, headaches, general sickness and depression, all reducing dramatically when extremely high levels of dirty electricity were cleaned up with a filtration system.

The good news is you can do something about all aspects of Electromagnetic pollution. At wireless protection we have developed products to monitor each and every situation and our expert consultants will help you understand your personal scenario and show you how to shield from phone masts clean up your dirty electricity or rid your body of voltage at night.

Our products are designed to make your life better by improving your health. In most cases people begin to feel better straight away and many see dramatic improvement in long term sickness.

At wireless protection we understand modern life and our products reflect this and are easy to install and generally don’t interfere with the way you live your life. Best of all many of our products carry a money back guarantee.

Begin to understand how your home may be affecting your health, go on-line or call for one of our meter rental packages today.
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